
Lexis+ UK Top 10 Features Takeaway

Highlighting & Annotations
What they do
Users can add their own notes and highlight text in any document.

So what?
Your documents are meaningful and you can pick out and contextualise key points quickly. Your personal

annotations and highlights will save you time by drawing your attention to key points quickly when you

return to a document and it’s helpful when you are sharing ideas and collaborating with colleagues.

Single search
What it does
Allows users to search both Legal Research and Practical Guidance from the single search bar on the home 
screen.

So what?
You can enter the search term once and get results from both sources, Not only will you get a wider range of 
search results returned on a single search entry, you may also get relevant ideas which you had not considered.

Workfolders
What they do
Users can save up to 2,000 documents, from any Lexis+ UK source, for as long as they wish and can share with 
any colleagues who are Lexis+ UK subscribers.

So what?
You can add content to a folder from wherever you are in the product, so it’s quick and efficient. Sharing 

folders with your colleagues make collaboration simple and seamless and reduces potential oversights or 

duplication. 

Pinned and Recent Sources
What they do
Allows users to see and access pinned or recently used sources from their homepage.

So what?
Saves time hunting for the book or resource you recently used or regularly dip into. Unpin what you no

longer need so it’s always easy to get to what’s important at any given time.
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Research Maps
What they do
Records the steps of a search results and provides a visual guide for the search journey

So what?
You can quickly see the best content returned in different parts of the search. As well as being a memory

jogger, the graphical representation is a helpful way of learning in order to inform future searches and it's a

good way of demonstrating a search process to a trainee.

Answer cards
What they do
Our unique algorithm recognises questions and returns a result specific to that query in a stand out format 

at the top of the search results page 

So what?
You’ll find the answer to your question quickly and can use the links provided to jump to helpful supporting 

content

Recent documents and history
What they do
Users can see their most recent searches and documents they have viewed.

So what?
You can easily access your recent searches and content, enabling you to pick up where you left off and more 
easily perform regular tasks quickly. You can filter to look at a specific date or by an action.

Search term maps
What they do
Visualisation software embedded into Lexis+ UK search scans search terms and highlights them by colour. 
For example, in a search for ‘deputyship order application’ ‘deputyship order’ might be highlighted in green and 
‘application’ in blue.

So what?
You can see at a glance where your search terms are located in your results and quickly find the most relevant part of
the document.
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Search within results
What it does
Users can carry out additional searches directly from the results shown in the initial search, repeating it as often as 

they need to until they get the results they need

So what?
Saves time refining searches to get the most relevant results

Modern User Interface (UI)
What it does
Updated look and feel for Lexis+ UK - this was the number one priority for our customers in our LN customer research. It 
looks very different from any traditional legal research / guidance platform and has an intuitive, B2C feel and search 
functionality,

So what?
You can easily search and browse across all your content in a more intuitive and user friendly way, which means better
results in less time.


